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In his current run at Café Carlyle through Saturday, May 18th, the amiable Steve Tyrell, whose 
unique voice is half barroom and half bedroom, sang twelve tunes backed by what could only be 
considered the crème de la crème of players. Tyrell’s repertoire was mainly from his soon-to-be 
released recording, It’s Magic: The Songs of Sammy Cahn. His love and admiration for Sammy 
Cahn are evident in the selection of songs and the stories he told about the prolific Cahn’s 
awards, friendships and work.   
 
Before diving into four-time Oscar winner and Sinatra favorite, lyricist Sammy Cahn, he opened 
the set with “The Look of Love” from Burt Bacharach and Hal David. Tyrell’s rendering was an 
intriguing departure from many more sultry, moody versions. He sang with a real vulnerability 
conveyed through the lyric and emotion. He followed with “I Can’t Give You Anything But Love” 
(McHugh/Fields) featuring a solo by the superb trumpeter, Lew Soloff. After “Come Rain or Come 
Shine” (Mercer/Arlen), Tyrell opened the Cahn section with a spiffy arrangement of “Come Fly 
With Me” (Cahn/Van Heusen) followed by “It’s Magic” (Cahn/Styne), a song with an old fashioned 
sentiment always relevant for romantics. His “Teach Me Tonight” (Cahn and Gene DePaul) 
lacked the seduction implied in the title and was pretty generic.  
 
The Cahn repertoire included the politically incorrect and delicious “The Tender Trap,” “Call Me 
Irresponsible,” “Saturday Night (is the loneliest night of the week),” and the winsome “I Fall In 
Love Too Easily,” after which Tyrell told a funny anecdote about how Cahn’s lyrics came almost 
word for word from a casual confession by Frank Sinatra. Tyrell closed with the little known, “It’s 
Crazy,” one of the last songs Sammy Cahn wrote with Tyrell’s friend, Artie Butler.  The 
arrangement was early Rhythm and Blues, a good style for Tyrell and once again, Lew Soloff 
soloed on his magical trumpet. 
 
Tyrell “knows how to dress a bandstand” as a wise man once said. His other players were: Quinn 
Johnson, piano; Bob Mann, guitar; David Finck, bass; Kevin Winard, drums; John Allen, 
keyboard. The accompaniment included synthesized strings by keyboard player Allen, and this 
was a misstep. In a small live setting, minus the benefit of the magic of studio technology, canned 
strings are just canned strings and there is no way around it. If it had been possible to add 
another horn part to the ensemble and lose the synthesizer, this might have worked a lot better to 
fill out Tyrell’s arrangements for a small room.  
 
Lew Soloff’s artistry is awe-inspiring; his use of mutes and mic technique is masterful and baffling. 
All of David Finck’s solo breaks were really tasty and succinct, as were Johnson’s and Mann’s, 
whose guitar was always sexy.   
  
For this lover of Sammy Cahn and his forebears and ilk, Tyrell’s commitment to the classic Great 
American Songbook and his non-apologetic status as an ardent keeper of the flame are a big part 
of his appeal. Moreover, he’s a confident, handsome man with a down to earth, good old Texas 
boy persona that puts the audience at ease. There was no artifice about Steve Tyrell on stage; he 
delivered a thoughtful show, showing great taste in his selections. Most of his arrangements were 
terrific and the band killed.   
 
Sometimes you think Tyrell won’t possibly make certain notes easily with his gravelly sound, but 
he sings with ease, and probably seems like a non-threatening pal to his male fans whose lady 
friends are secretly imagining pillow talk as they listen. 
 


